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Abstract Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves are believed to be an important source of
pitch angle scattering driven relativistic electron loss from the radiation belts. To date, investigations
of this precipitation have been largely theoretical in nature, limited to calculations of precipitation
characteristics based on wave observations and small-scale studies. Large-scale investigation of EMIC
wave-driven electron precipitation has been hindered by a lack of combined wave and precipitation
measurements. Analysis of electron ﬂux data from the POES (Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites)
spacecraft has been suggested as a means of investigating EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation
characteristics, using a precipitation signature particular to EMIC waves. Until now the lack of supporting
wave measurements for these POES-detected precipitation events has resulted in uncertainty regarding
the driver of the precipitation. In this paper we complete a statistical study comparing POES precipitation
measurements with wave data from several ground-based search coil magnetometers; we further present
a case study examining the global nature of this precipitation. We show that a signiﬁcant proportion of
the precipitation events correspond with EMIC wave detections on the ground; for precipitation events
that occur directly over the magnetometers, this detection rate can be as high as 90%. Our results
demonstrate that the precipitation region is often stationary in magnetic local time, narrow in L,
and close to the expected plasmapause position. Predominantly, the precipitation is associated with
helium band rising tone Pc1 waves on the ground. The success of this study proves the viability of POES
precipitation data for investigating EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation.

1. Introduction
Electron ﬂuxes within the radiation belts are ever-changing, reﬂecting the constant competition between
acceleration, loss, and transport processes. Investigating the intricacies involved in each of these processes
is essential to fully understand the radiation belt environment, and how particle ﬂuxes develop during times
of increased radiation belt activity. In recent years there has been an increased scientiﬁc interest in electron
losses from the radiation belts and the role that these losses play in radiation belt dynamics [Friedel et al., 2002;
Millan and Thorne, 2007]. Some of the most important drivers of radiation belt dynamics are wave-particle
interactions, which play a role in acceleration, loss, and transport processes [e.g., Thorne, 2010, and sources
within]. Identifying and quantifying the eﬀects of each of these wave-particle interactions will provide a more
complete understanding of the evolution of the radiation belts during and following geomagnetic storms.
Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves have been identiﬁed as a potential driver of signiﬁcant particle
loss [Thorne and Kennel, 1971] and an understanding of the characteristics of EMIC wave-particle interactions
with high-energy electrons is the focus of this study.
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EMIC waves are Pc1–Pc2 (0.1–5 Hz) waves that are generated near the magnetic equator by anisotropic ring
current protons [Jordanova et al., 2008], produced with increased frequency during and following geomagnetic storms and substorms [Fraser et al., 2010], as well as in association with magnetic compressions [Clausen
et al., 2011; Usanova et al., 2012]. These waves are generated in one of three distinct frequency bands, i.e.,
below the hydrogen, helium, and oxygen ion gyrofrequencies, respectively. EMIC waves have been observed
across a wide range of L shells [e.g., Meredith et al., 2014; Usanova et al., 2012], with some studies suggesting
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preferential generation at high L shells [e.g., Min et al., 2012; Usanova et al., 2012], while others suggest that
generation occurs more favorably near the plasmapause [e.g., Horne and Thorne, 1993; Pickett et al., 2010]. Most
studies of EMIC occurrence suggest that wave generation is focused primarily in the noon to dusk sector with
limited numbers of events occurring elsewhere [e.g., Anderson et al., 1992; Halford et al., 2010; Clausen et al.,
2011; Usanova et al., 2012]. Plasmaspheric plumes, located in the afternoon sector, have been reported as
having EMIC occurrence rates ∼20 times higher than nonplume regions [Usanova et al., 2013]. However, recent
studies using the Van Allen probes have suggested that the distribution of low-L EMIC events (L < 5) and He+
band EMIC events may be more uniformly distributed in magnetic local time (MLT) space [Saikin et al., 2015].
EMIC waves have long been known as a source of particle loss from the radiation belts, through cyclotron
interactions with protons [e.g., Lyons and Thorne, 1972] and relativistic electrons [e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1971],
scattering the particles into the loss cone. EMIC-driven precipitation has recently come under scrutiny as a
potential source of signiﬁcant electron losses from the radiation belts, though there is still debate regarding
the energy ranges and magnitudes of these losses.
The main limitation on EMIC-driven precipitation studies undertaken to date is the diﬃculty involved in
obtaining simultaneous wave and electron precipitation measurements. Determining precipitation characteristics from satellite data has typically involved either theoretical calculations based on wave data [e.g., Meredith
et al., 2003] or on very small numbers of event-based coincident conjugate observations between satellites
or ground-based stations [e.g., Miyoshi et al., 2008; Clilverd et al., 2015]. Ground-based observations beneﬁt
from near-constant measurements of wave data from multiple magnetometer chains worldwide; however,
observations of precipitation, if they exist at all, are typically limited to model-derived values based on
ionization of the upper atmosphere, which makes large-scale analysis diﬃcult.
To date, there exist only limited observational studies investigating EMIC-driven electron precipitation. Wave
data from the CRRES satellite has been used in several large-scale studies to calculate the theoretical electron
precipitation energies, though these studies lack any actual precipitation measurements [e.g., Meredith et al.,
2003; Ukhorskiy et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Kersten et al., 2014]. A number of case studies have been published
using direct observations of electron precipitation, though without corresponding wave measurements
[e.g., Bortnik et al., 2006; Millan et al., 2002, 2007]. More recently, an increase in the number of ground-based
stations capable of detecting EMIC waves as well as the launch of the Van Allen Probes has seen a number
of case studies published combining both wave and electron precipitation measurements [e.g., Miyoshi et al.,
2008; Rodger et al., 2008; Li et al., 2014; Clilverd et al., 2015; Usanova et al., 2014]. Due to the experimental limitations of these studies, however, it is diﬃcult to draw wholesale conclusions on EMIC wave precipitation
characteristics.
A study by Carson et al. [2013] sought to overcome the limitations based on the lack of EMIC precipitation
data by creating a database of EMIC wave events based on observations of precipitation itself. The key to this
database was an EMIC-driven precipitation signature identiﬁed in Polar Operational Environmental Satellite
(POES) Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) data (data described in detail in section 2.1) by
Sandanger et al. [2007, 2009]. Based on the fact that EMIC waves are potentially able to scatter both energetic
protons and relativistic electrons into the loss cone, it was suggested that the presence of short-lived precipitation spikes in the POES 30–80 keV proton and >800 keV electron loss cone data should be indicative of
EMIC wave activity capable of inﬂuencing the radiation belts.
Carson et al. [2013] examined 12 years of POES MEPED data (1998–2012) from the six POES spacecraft available at the time (NOAA-15 through -19 and METOP-02). These authors developed an algorithm for ﬁnding
the precipitation events with the expected EMIC signature, following on from the Sandanger et al. [2007,
2009] reports. Carson et al. [2013] found 2331 wave-driven precipitation events. In the current study we have
extended the observational period of the database to the end of 2014 and included data from the METOP-01
satellite, which was launched in 2012. The updated database now contains 3337 POES-detected prospective
EMIC-driven precipitation events.
It is important to note that this database is not intended to be an exhaustive survey of POES-observed EMIC
precipitation events, as there are several aspects that limit the eﬀectiveness of the detection algorithm. The
main limiting factor is the checks put in place to prevent false-positive detections—for this algorithm, a high
speciﬁcity was favored over a high sensitivity. As a result, there are many potential events which are ignored
HENDRY ET AL.
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due to being too close to the instrument noise ﬂoor, having excessive background ﬂux, or other such problems. It is often possible to identify by eye events that were missed by the Carson et al. [2013] detection
algorithm, but this process is obviously far too labor intensive to consider for the POES data set in its entirety.
This database also does not consider the possibility of EMIC-driven electron precipitation that occurs entirely
below 800 keV. Any such events could potentially be detected using the MEPED >300 keV electron detector;
however, contamination issues (described in section 2.1) signiﬁcantly complicate this approach.
One of the main issues with using POES electron precipitation observations as a proxy for EMIC wave detection
[Sandanger et al., 2007, 2009; Carson et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014] is the lack of any supporting wave measurements. The POES satellites do not carry any instruments capable of directly detecting EMIC wave activity,
which makes it impossible to state conclusively that the observed precipitation is actually due to EMIC waves
rather than some other driver. The ability to detect EMIC waves does exist on other satellites, for instance, the
Van Allen probes; however, conjunctions between these satellites and the POES satellites are typically very
rare. This makes it very diﬃcult to investigate the validity of the EMIC precipitation database as a whole in
situ. One recently reported example of such a conjunction supports the contention that the POES precipitation events reported by the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm are indeed produced by EMIC waves [Rodger et al.,
2015]. In that study a POES-reported precipitation trigger occurred within seconds of RBSP-A observing the
start of an EMIC wave event, with POES located very near the base of the ﬁeld line which passed through the
Van Allen Probe.
Previous studies have shown that it is possible to observe EMIC waves and their resulting precipitation from
the ground [e.g., Rodger et al., 2008; Clilverd et al., 2015]. As an initial step in this study, we will imitate this
analysis for a 10 h period of EMIC activity that corresponds to a POES-detected EMIC event in the updated
Carson et al. [2013] database. We show that for this event, there is a clear link between the POES-observed particle precipitation and EMIC waves observed on the ground. We then apply a similar analysis to the updated
Carson et al. [2013] database as a whole, ﬁnding that a signiﬁcant portion of the database events correspond
with ground-based observations of EMIC waves. Finally, we provide observations from several additional magnetometers to emphasize the link between the POES-observed precipitation and the ground-based wave
observations. These results all provide signiﬁcant conﬁdence that the POES-detected precipitation events are
driven by EMIC waves.

2. Instrument Description
In this study we have made use of a number of ground- and satellite-based instruments to understand the
link between EMIC waves and the resulting electron precipitation. These are outlined below.
2.1. POES MEPED Instrument
We use data from the Polar Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) constellation, a set of meteorological satellites in polar orbit at an altitude of ∼800–850 km around the Earth. Speciﬁcally, we use the Medium
Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED) instrument from the second generation Space Environment
Monitor (SEM-2) instrument suite. The MEPED instrument measures radiation belt electron and proton ﬂuxes
by way of four directional telescopes, two for electrons, and two for protons. These telescopes are aligned
orthogonally, such that one of each of the electron and proton telescope pairs points radially outward along
the Earth-to-satellite vector (the 0∘ detectors), while the other two telescopes point perpendicularly to these,
antiparallel to the velocity vector of the satellite (the 90∘ detectors). These two channels approximately measure loss cone and trapped particles, respectively, though this is complicated at equatorial latitudes and near
the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly [Rodger et al., 2010a, 2010b].
Each of the directional electron telescopes measures electron ﬂux across three diﬀerent energy ranges:
>30 keV, >100 keV, and >300 keV. These energy channels are referred to as the E1, E2, and E3 channels,
respectively. The proton telescopes are similarly split into six diﬀerent energy channels: 30–80 keV,
80–250 keV, 250–800 keV, 800–2500 keV, 2500–6900 keV, and >6900 keV. These channels are numbered P1
through P6, respectively.
Both the electron and the proton telescopes contain shielding to prevent cross contamination from occurring.
In practice, however, some cross contamination still occurs. In other words, electrons above a certain energy
are able to penetrate the proton detector shielding and vice versa. The exact energies at which contamination
begins are not ﬁxed, as it largely depends on the intensity of the incident ﬂux. Roughly, the proton channels
HENDRY ET AL.
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Figure 1. MLT versus L shell distributions of the POES satellites, for 1 < L < 10. For each satellite, the location of each recorded data point is binned according
to its MLT and L shell, highlighting the favored MLT regions of each satellite. (bottom right) The combined location for the observations made by of all seven
POES satellites is also shown. For each plot, L shell increases radially outward from the center, while MLT increases in a counterclockwise direction with magnetic
midnight at the bottom and magnetic noon at the top.

start being contaminated by electrons with energies above ∼500 keV, while the electron channels are contaminated by protons with energies above ∼100 keV. This contamination is particularly noticeable in the P6
proton detector, which was intended to measure high-energy protons. In the absence of high-energy protons,
the P6 detector responds very strongly to relativistic electrons, allowing it to act as a fourth electron detector.
A detailed description of the POES satellites and their instruments can be found in Evans and Greer [2000].
A full quantitative analysis of the POES MEPED contamination can be found in Yando et al. [2011].
Each of the POES satellites has two preferred MLT regions, where they spend the majority of their time in orbit;
this is a direct consequence of the Sun-synchronous polar orbit that each satellite is in. The MLT range sampled
by each of the POES satellites is shown in Figure 1, as well as the combined MLT sampling for the combination
of all of the satellites. During their operational lifetimes, many of the POES spacecraft have experienced some
level of MLT drift [Sandanger et al., 2015], which is seen as a slight “smearing” of the data in Figure 1. This is
particularly noticeable in the NOAA-16 satellite, which experienced severe drift in the later years of its operational lifetime. The MLT range of the combined POES satellite constellation (Figure 1 (bottom right)) shows
signiﬁcant coverage with measurements made over almost all L shells and MLT and only slightly reduced
coverage for low L shells (i.e., L < 2) at 12 MLT. This broad coverage allows us to sample the entire MLT range in
which precipitation might occur, making the POES satellites ideal for investigating particle ﬂuxes within the
radiation belts.
HENDRY ET AL.
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2.2. Ground-based Magnetometers
In addition to the POES satellite data, we also use data from several ground-based search coil magnetometers
(SCM). Data are available from magnetometers operated by diﬀerent institutions in various locations around
the world that give broad coverage of the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range. In this study, we focus primarily on
data from the Halley SCM, located at the British Antarctic Survey Halley station in Antarctica (75.6∘ S, 26.2∘ W;
L = 4.7). In addition to this, we also use data from a north-south chain of SCMs operated by the Sodankylä
Geophysical Observatory (SGO) in Finland, the Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity
(CARISMA) chain of SCMs in Canada [Mann et al., 2008], and a magnetometer in Athabasca, Canada, run by
the Institute of Space-Earth Environmental Research at Nagoya University, Japan.
2.3. AARDDVARK
The Antarctic-Arctic Radiation-belt (Dynamic) Deposition-VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortium
(AARDDVARK) is a global network of very low frequency (VLF) wave receivers that continuously monitor
high-power, ﬁxed-frequency VLF transmitters [Clilverd et al., 2009]. The amplitude and phase of the VLF signal from these transmitters is highly sensitive to perturbations in the conductivity at the lower boundary
of the ionosphere, which alter the Earth-Ionosphere waveguide through which the VLF waves propagate
(70–85 km). A major source of these ionospheric perturbations is electron precipitation; identifying and
modeling these changes to the received signal make it possible to identify and quantify the source of the
precipitation [Rodger et al., 2012]. In this study we use data from two AARDDVARK stations: Halley, Antarctica,
and Edmonton, Canada (53.4∘ N, 113.0∘ W; L = 4.2).
2.4. Riometers
Finally, we also use data from the 30 MHz riometer located at Halley, Antarctica, and from the SGO chain of
riometers in Finland. Riometers observe the relative opacity of the ionosphere by monitoring galactic radio
noise passing through the ionosphere. Riometers are sensitive to changes in the ionization of the ionosphere,
for instance, due to electron precipitation. Increased ionization will increase the absorption of the incident
radio noise, which can be modeled to quantify the precipitation source [Little and Leinbach, 1959]. Unlike
the AARDDVARK network, which is sensitive to ionospheric changes over a long path between transmitter
and receiver, riometers are sensitive to ionospheric changes in a relatively small region overhead. This makes
riometers useful for detecting local precipitation regions.

3. Case Study—13/14 August 2013
On 13 August 2013 at 18:01:12 UT, the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm detected concurrent spikes in the POES
METOP-02 P1 and P6 loss cone data consistent with EMIC wave-driven precipitation. Closer examination of the
data from each satellite showed 11 additional precipitation spikes consistent with EMIC-driven precipitation
that did not produce triggers in the detection algorithm, primarily due to large amounts of background noise
in the MEPED P1 channel. These detections occurred between 17:00 and 03:00 UT and spanned roughly a
150∘ longitudinal region. The L shell of each event was conﬁned to 4 < L < 5, i.e., close to the typical L shell of
the plasmapause under nondisturbed geomagnetic conditions. The geographic location of each of these 12
detections, traced down the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) line to an altitude of 110 km,
is shown on the world map in Figure 2 as a green diamond. The IGRF conjugate locations of each event are
shown as an hollow diamond. A full list of these detections and their locations is given in Table 1a.
When the geographic longitudes of the POES-detected precipitation spikes are plotted against the time of
their detection, as shown in Figure 3a, there is a clear essentially constant longitudinal drift with respect to
UT. The red line ﬁtted to the points in Figure 3a represents the best ﬁt for the drift rate of the precipitation
source, with a slope of (15.0 ± 0.6)∘ /h. The locations of each of the POES-observed precipitation spikes in MLT
are shown in Figure 3b. The red line represents the best ﬁt for the MLT drift rate of the precipitation source,
with a slope of (0.06 ± 0.07) MLT/h. The best ﬁt is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from a slope of zero, indicating a
source region that is static in MLT. These observations are consistent with a long-lived region of electron precipitation at a constant ∼20–21 MLT, located close to the plasmapause, and with the expected characteristics
of EMIC-driven precipitation.
Around the time that the precipitation spikes were observed in POES, clear EMIC wave signatures were
observed in each of the Rovaniemi (66.8∘ N, 25.9∘ E; L = 5.1), Halley, and Pinawa (50.2∘ N, 96.0∘ W; L = 4.0)
magnetometers. The locations of these magnetometers are shown as yellow stars in Figure 2, and a full list
HENDRY ET AL.
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Figure 2. Map of the geographic locations of each detection of the 13 August 2013 EMIC-induced precipitation region.
Red circles indicate riometer locations, yellow stars indicate search coil magnetometer locations, solid green diamonds
indicate POES satellite relativistic electron precipitation locations, hollow green diamonds indicate the POES IGRF
magnetic conjugate locations, light blue squares indicate VLF transmitters, and dark blue squares indicate AARDDVARK
VLF receivers. The red lines indicate the great circle paths between the VLF transmitters and the AARDDVARK stations.
The POES satellite locations are calculated by tracing down the IGRF ﬁeld line to an altitude of 110 km. L shell contours
from 3–6 are superimposed on the map.

of these detections is given in Table 1d. Several additional magnetometers from the SGO and CARISMA magnetometer chains also observed EMIC waves during the event, though with weaker power spectral density
signatures.
The wave data from each of the three magnetometers named above are shown in Figure 4. Each of the three
stations shows a clear rising tone EMIC wave, termed an IPDP (intervals of pulsations of diminishing periods)
EMIC wave [Troitskaya, 1961], during the event period. Overlaid on the data from each magnetometer is a solid
line, indicating the time in UT when the station is located at 20.5 MLT, as well as two dotted lines on either
side of the solid line, indicating 1 h MLT either side. In each station, the observed wave occurs close to this
MLT region, showing a clear relation between the POES-observed precipitation and the SCM observed waves.
Data from the SCM located at Athabasca, Canada, situated about 20∘ west of Pinawa, were also checked for
EMIC wave activity; however, none was observed within the speciﬁed MLT region. This is consistent with the
POES-deﬁned precipitation region, which extends no further westward than the Pinawa magnetometer, as
seen in Figure 1.
Table 1a. POES Precipitation Observationsa
Satellite

L Shell

MLT

Latitude (N)

Longitude (N)

2013/08/13 17:14:30

Time (UT)

METOP-01

4.7

20.6

66.0

46.3

2013/08/13 18:01:12

METOP-02

5.0

20.5

66.5

33.6

2013/08/13 20:01:18

METOP-01

5.0

20.9

−62.4

42.8

2013/08/13 20:47:06

METOP-02

5.1

20.7

64.1

347.6

2013/08/13 21:22:44

METOP-02

4.7

20.9

62.8

345.0

2013/08/13 21:41:26

METOP-01

4.8

21.0

−67.1

20.54
332.1

2013/08/13 21:51:55

NOAA-16

4.8

20.5

61.4

2013/08/13 22:27:16

METOP-02

4.9

21.0

−69.9

10.6

2013/08/14 00:55:17

NOAA-15

5.0

19.7

51.0

283.1

2013/08/14 01:13:55

NOAA-16

4.8

20.5

53.5

286.0

2013/08/14 02:38:35

NOAA-15

4.5

19.8

52.0

265.5

2013/08/14 02:55:19

NOAA-16

4.5

20.4

52.6

261.8

a Detailed

POES observations for the 13–14 August EMIC event. The satellite locations were determined by tracing
down the IGRF ﬁeld line to an altitude of 110 km.
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Table 1b. Magnetometer Wave Observationsa
Time Start (UT)

Time End (UT)

Location

L Shell

MLT

Latitude

2013/08/13 17:30

2013/08/13 18:00

Rovaniemi

5.1

20.4–20.9

66.8

Longitude
25.9

2013/08/13 22:15

2013/08/13 22:45

Halley

4.7

19.5–20.0

−75.6

333.8

2013/08/14 02:50

2013/08/14 03:10

Pinawa

4.1

20.2–20.5

50.2

264.0

a Detailed magnetometer observations for the 13 - 14 August EMIC event.

These wave observations suggest that IPDP are being repeatedly triggered in a single MLT region at diﬀerent
UT, which are then seen by each station as they arrive at that MLT. This clearly ties the observed IPDP with the
POES-observed electron precipitation regions, also seen within a single MLT region.
At the same time as their respective SCM instruments observed EMIC waves, such as that shown for Halley
in Figure 5a, riometers at both the Rovaniemi and Halley stations showed sudden increases in absorption of
1.1 dB and 0.4 dB, respectively, indicative of energetic electron precipitation into the ionosphere above the
instruments. Given the close temporal and spatial proximity of the wave and precipitation observations at
each station, it follows that the precipitation observed in the riometers is most likely due to EMIC wave-driven
electron scattering. The absorption data for the Halley riometer are shown in Figure 5b. The locations of these
riometers are shown as red circles in Figure 2, and a full list of the riometer detections is given in Table 1c.
Concurrently with the riometer and SCM observations, the Halley AARDDVARK VLF receiver monitoring the
Hawaii-based VLF transmitter (21.420∘ N, 158.2∘ W, 21.4 kHz, callsign NPM) observed a sudden decrease in
the received amplitude of the VLF wave of about 8.2 dB. The amplitude data for the NPM VLF transmitter
as seen from Halley is shown in Figure 5c (blue line), with an approximate quiet day curve shown by the
red dashed line. Such a change in the VLF signal is indicative of electron precipitation somewhere along the
transmitter-receiver path; the relatively small time diﬀerence between the Halley riometer and AARDDVARK
observed precipitation suggests that the precipitation occurred relatively close to Halley, but along the VLF
path to the west of the station.
As well as the Halley VLF receiver, the AARDDVARK VLF receiver located in Edmonton, Canada, also observed
a sudden decrease of about 6.4 dB in received amplitude of the VLF signal from the Maine, USA, based transmitter (44.6∘ N, 67.3∘ W, 24.0 kHz, callsign NAA). The timing of this drop in amplitude is consistent with the
POES-observed precipitation observed near the Pinawa magnetometer. The timing also agrees with the EMIC
wave observed at Pinawa, which suggests that the precipitation observed along the Edmonton-NAA path
likely occurred close to the Pinawa station. It is very likely that the precipitation observed by both the Halley
and the Edmonton VLF receivers was due to electrons scattered by the EMIC waves detected by the nearby
magnetometers. The locations of these VLF transmitters and receivers are shown as dark blue and light
blue squares, respectively, in Figure 2, with red lines indicating the great circle path between them. A full
description of both VLF detections is given in Table 1d.

4. Database Analysis
The Carson et al. [2013] database provides a useful source of potential EMIC-driven precipitation events for
study; however, there remains a lingering question as to whether the majority of the events are caused by
EMIC waves. Case studies such as that in the previous section show that at least some of the events in the
database do correspond to actual EMIC wave events, but they say nothing of the credibility of the database
as a whole. In this section we present the results of a comparison between the updated Carson et al. [2013]
database and data from the Halley search coil magnetometer, showing that a signiﬁcant proportion of the
POES-detected precipitation events correspond with actual EMIC wave observations on the ground.
Table 1c. Riometer Precipitation Observationsa
Time Start (UT)

Time End (UT)

Location

L Shell

MLT

Peak ΔAbsorption (dB)

2013/08/13 17:10

2013/08/13 18:10

Rovaniemi

5.1

20.1–21.1

1.1

2013/08/13 22:40

2013/08/13 22:55

Halley

4.7

20.0–20.2

0.4

a Detailed riometer observations for the 13 - 14 August EMIC event. Station locations are the same as the relevant
locations in Table 1b.
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Table 1d. AARDDVARK Precipitation Observationsa
Time Start (UT)

Time End (UT)

Location

L Shell

MLT

2013/08/13 22:25

2013/08/13 22:55

Halley

4.7

19.6–20.2

Peak ΔAmplitude (dB)
−8.2

2013/08/14 02:50

2013/08/14 03:10

Edmonton

4.1

20.2–20.5

−6.4

a Detailed AARDDVARK observations for the 13 - 14 August EMIC event. The precipitation sources occur somewhere
along the path between the VLF transmitter and AARDDVARK receiver; without further modeling it is not possible to
determine the exact location. For the Halley AARDDVARK receiver, the slight oﬀset from the riometer detection in Table 1c
suggests the precipitation occurred slightly east of the receiver. For the Edmonton receiver, the overlap with the Pinawa
magnetometer suggests the precipitation occurred directly over Pinawa.

4.1. SCM Wave Observations
The updated Carson et al. [2013] event database consists of 3337 precipitation events detected between 1998
and 2014 inclusive. The Halley search coil magnetometer ﬁrst started recording Pc1–Pc2 wave data in 2005,
though since then it has had a few signiﬁcant lapses in coverage. The main such lapse occurred in 2014,
when a major electrical outage suspended all science operations at Halley for 4 months. There are also several
occasions when data from the station exist but are unusable due to calibration or other issues. In total, usable
Halley SCM data exist for 1915 of the 3337 POES-reported precipitation events (57%).
We want to test whether EMIC wave activity at Halley coincides with the POES-observed precipitation triggers.
The case study presented in section 3 shows that there is the potential for signiﬁcant longitudinal separation
between a magnetometer EMIC signature and a POES precipitation trigger. Establishing the link between
such widely separated observations without any intermediate wave or trigger detections is diﬃcult, however.
To avoid this issue, we restrict ourselves to only POES precipitation triggers that occur within ±15∘ longitude
of the Halley station, the equivalent of approximately ±1 h MLT. Due to the aggressive removal of the South
Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (SAMA) region by Carson et al. [2013] and the unfortunate location of the Halley

Figure 3. (a) The geographic longitude of the POES satellite-detected EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation spikes
against the UT time of their detection. The longitude of the satellite is calculated by tracing the IGRF ﬁeld line down
from the satellite to an altitude of 110 km. These points are ﬁtted with a linear ﬁt, showing the longitudinal drift
of the precipitation region. This line indicates a drift of approximately 15∘ /h. (b) The MLT location of the POES
satellite-detected EMIC wave-driven electron precipitation spikes against the UT time of their detection. The y scale of
this plot corresponds to the longitudinal range of the plot in Figure 3a. From this it is clear that detected precipitation
spikes are approximately constant in MLT.
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Figure 4. Search coil magnetometer data from the (a) Rovaniemi, (b) Halley, and (c) Pinawa magnetometers for the
period 2013/08/13 15:00 UT to 2013/08/14 06:00 UT. The solid white lines superposed on these plots indicate the local
time at each site that corresponds to 20:30 MLT, while the dashed white lines indicate 1 h MLT on either side. The wave
power measured at each magnetometer is plotted in dB relative to an (diﬀerent) arbitrary reference. Figures 4b and 4c
show the x component of the SCM data, while Figure 4a shows the z component to avoid noisy data. In each case, the
EMIC signature is clearly visible in each magnetic component.

station within this removed region, we can only consider triggers in the Northern Hemisphere, around the
(IGRF) magnetic conjugate point of the Halley station (56.6∘ N, 304.4∘ E). We only include EMIC wave signatures
that occur within one POES half orbit of the POES trigger (roughly ±1 h in time).
Of the 1915 POES triggers for which there exists usable Halley SCM data, 998 of these occur in the Northern
Hemisphere, of which 131 occur within ±15∘ longitude of the Halley magnetic conjugate point. The Carson
et al. [2013] algorithm does not ﬁlter for multiple detections of the same precipitation event across the diﬀerent POES satellites, so it is possible for a single electron precipitation event to be represented multiple times
in the precipitation trigger database. Of the 131 near-Halley triggers, there were 125 unique precipitation

Figure 5. Observations of the 13 August 2013 EMIC wave precipitation event viewed from Halley. (a) The x component
of the search coil magnetometer wave power measured at Halley, plotted in dB relative to an arbitrary reference, with a
rising tone signature clearly visible from 22:30 to 22:50. (b) The Halley riometer absorption data for the event time as a
solid blue line, with a dashed red line indicating the approximate quiet day curve of the riometer. (c) Amplitude data of
the NPM VLF transmitter located in Hawaii, USA, as logged by the Halley AARDDVARK instrument. The blue line indicates
the amplitude of the signal, while the red dotted line indicates an approximate quiet day curve for the data.
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events. For each of these 125 unique events, we examined the Halley SCM data for evidence of EMIC wave
activity around the time of the POES-detected precipitation.
Investigation of the Halley SCM data was carried out manually. For each event, the SCM data were examined
for evidence of EMIC wave activity, namely, distinct bursts of wave power in the Pc1–Pc2 frequency range.
Instances of wave power across a wide range of frequencies with no observable lower limit within the resolution of the instrument were dismissed as broadband noise and were not counted as EMIC waves. EMIC waves
that exhibited a clear rising tone structure (i.e., increasing in frequency with time) were counted as IPDP-type
EMIC waves. In total, 81 of the 125 unique precipitation events (64.8%) coincided with an EMIC wave observed
in the Halley SCM. Around 63% of these waves were rising tone IPDP waves.
4.2. Detection Algorithm Eﬀectiveness
In order to determine the ability of the Carson et al. [2013] algorithm to detect EMIC wave-driven precipitation,
it is necessary to establish how often the POES-observed precipitation spikes coincide with ground-based
SCM detections of EMIC waves. The above analysis based on waves observed at Halley suggests that at
least 60% of the POES precipitation triggers detected by the algorithm correspond with waves on the
ground. However, this still leaves the matter of the remaining 40% of events. Determining whether these
“nondetections” are simply cases where the waves did not reach the Halley magnetometer or are false
detections by the algorithm is important to conﬁrming the validity of the database as a whole.
In our longitudinally restricted comparison of the POES and Halley data sets, we did not take into account
the latitudinal separation of the POES satellite from Halley at the time of the POES trigger. Ducting within the
Earth-ionosphere waveguide means that EMIC waves that reach the ground can be detected over a range of
L shells, though the extent of this ducting is complicated. Unsurprisingly, POES triggers that have a greater
latitudinal separation from Halley are less likely to have associated EMIC wave observations from the Halley
station SCM. If we restrict our analysis to events that occur within ΔL < 1 of the Halley magnetometer, the
number of successful detections becomes 65 out of 77 events (84.4%); at ΔL < 0.5 it becomes 37 out of 41
events (90.2%). This study conﬁrms that a very high proportion of the POES triggers are associated with EMIC
waves when the satellites are directly overhead of the Halley conjugate point.
The nondetection of EMIC waves from ground-based instruments, when they are known to be occurring
from simultaneous space-based observations, has been reported previously. This may be due to ionospheric
attenuation or absorption/reﬂection of the incident waves [Engebretson et al., 2008]. Therefore, the absence
of ground-based wave observations for the POES precipitation triggers does not necessarily indicate a false
detection in the trigger data. Without further data though, for instance, in situ wave observations, it is not
possible to determine whether the EMIC waves do not exist, that is, to say the POES trigger is a false detection,
or if the EMIC waves are simply not reaching the ground.
4.3. Broader Database Analysis
EMIC source regions are often long-lived, as the case study presented earlier in this study shows. These
long-lived source regions manifest in the data as multiple closely spaced POES precipitation triggers and SCM
wave observations. In our example, the EMIC source region was constant in MLT, which resulted in a constant
westward longitudinal drift of the EMIC source region footprint at a rate of ∼15∘ /h. Other previously published case studies have shown EMIC source regions that drift more rapidly in MLT, for instance, Clilverd et al.
[2015] presented an example of an EMIC source region that crossed ∼8.5 h of MLT in about 1.5 h (equivalent
to a ∼85∘ /h westward longitudinal drift rate).
In the previous sections, we considered POES that occurred within ±15∘ longitude of Halley, to maintain a
strong causal link between the triggers and any observed EMIC waves in the Halley SCM data. We examined
SCM data within ±1 h of the POES trigger, which corresponds roughly to the period of a single POES half
orbit. If we maintain this time restriction but allow a source region that drifts in MLT, we can consider POES
triggers that occurred further away in longitude from Halley. Using the drift rates seen in the Clilverd et al.
[2015] case study as an upper limit on source region drift rates, we are able to consider POES triggers that
occurred up to ±90∘ in longitude away from Halley. EMIC waves seen at Halley within ±1 h of these triggers
can still conceivably be causally linked to the POES triggers, though obviously the link becomes more tenuous
at greater longitudinal separation from Halley.
Using this new longitude range we have a further 408 POES triggers, in addition to the 131 near-Halley triggers
investigated previously. We restrict ourselves to Northern Hemisphere triggers for consistency and to avoid
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison of the EMIC wave detection success rate at Halley of the Carson et al. [2013] POES triggers,
shown in blue, compared to triggers chosen to be independent of any precipitation spikes, shown in red. Triggers are
binned by absolute longitudinal distance from Halley. (b) As above but with the Athabasca magnetometer.

any potential issues due to the SAMA region. For each of these new POES triggers we consider the Halley data,
taking into account potential drift of the source region, again looking for EMIC waves that occur within an
hour of the POES trigger. Due to the westward drift of the EMIC source regions, for events located eastward
of Halley only SCM data recorded after the trigger time was considered, while for events westward of Halley
data recorded before the trigger time was investigated. For each event, the longitudinal distance of the POES
trigger from Halley was used to calculate the time lag expected between the POES trigger and any Halley EMIC
observations—waves observed outside of this lag window were discounted. As before, there are instances
where multiple POES satellites detected a given precipitation event. With these accounted for, there were 393
unique POES triggers observed.
In total, 167 of the 393 unique POES triggers coincided with EMIC wave observations at Halley. Unsurprisingly,
the number of coincident observations between POES and Halley drops oﬀ as the longitudinal distance from
Halley increases, reaching a success rate of around 25% at ±90∘ longitude from Halley. 43% of these EMIC
waves observed at Halley were rising tone IPDP waves.
The question remains how many of these successful observations might be coincidental unrelated POES triggers and EMIC waves. To investigate the chances of a random trigger unrelated to any real precipitation spikes
coinciding with an EMIC wave at Halley we generated a set of triggers independent of any POES precipitation triggers that mimicked the longitude and MLT distributions of the real triggers. We repeated the process
of checking Halley for EMIC waves around these times. There is little variation in the success rate based on
the distance of the random events from Halley, with an average success rate of ∼18%. A comparison of the
database triggers compared to the nonprecipitation triggers is shown in Figure 6. Only 23% of these random
triggers corresponded with IPDP-type EMIC waves.
There is little diﬀerence between the success rate of the randomly chosen triggers and the real triggers that
occur at a distance of 75–90∘ longitude from Halley, suggesting that any true POES-Halley conjunctions
observed at this large longitudinal separation from Halley cannot reliably be distinguished from random coincidental conjunctions. For POES triggers closer to Halley, there is a signiﬁcantly increased chance above the
background of observing a coincident EMIC wave at Halley.
4.4. Wave Bands
To identify the signiﬁcance of the EMIC waves associated with the triggers produced by the Carson et al. [2013]
algorithm, it is important to know which ion band the waves occur in. Previously published results have suggested that helium band EMIC waves are more likely to drive the precipitation of <2 MeV electrons than
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hydrogen band EMIC [Meredith et al., 2014]. The band that each of the waves is categorized into will therefore
determine the relevance of the POES-detected EMIC activity to radiation belt dynamics.
The precipitation spikes in the POES data are very narrowly deﬁned in IGRF L with each event typically occurring across an L shell range of around 0.3 L, consistent with previously published case studies, e.g., Mann et al.
[2014]. We are therefore able to use the L shell location of the POES-observed precipitation spikes to calculate
the ion gyrofrequencies at the IGRF-determined geomagnetic equator for the POES trigger locations. The IGRF
magnetic ﬁeld at the geomagnetic equator was calculated for each event using the International Radiation
Belt Environment Modeling library (IRBEM-LIB) [Boscher et al., 2015]. By comparing the calculated gyrofrequencies to the frequency ranges of the associated EMIC waves observed at Halley, we are able to determine
the ion band of each wave.
Though the database is likely to include waves from each of the hydrogen, helium, and oxygen wave bands,
we categorize the waves as being either hydrogen band or helium/oxygen band. The helium and oxygen
wave bands are separated by the oxygen gyrofrequency; however, this separation is only with the presence
of oxygen at the wave generation region. In the absence of oxygen density data, it is not possible to make the
distinction between the two bands.
Of the 81 unique precipitation-causing EMIC waves observed at Halley linked to POES triggers, all but one
occurred at frequencies below the POES-calculated helium gyrofrequency. Of the 167 coincident events in
the broader analysis, 21 (∼13%) occurred within the hydrogen band, while the rest occurred in the helium/
oxygen bands.
The lack of any signiﬁcant population of hydrogen band EMIC waves in those observed at Halley contrasts with
previously published studies on EMIC occurrence, which show hydrogen band EMIC occurrence rates relative
to other bands signiﬁcantly greater than we have observed [Saikin et al., 2015]. The absence of hydrogen band
EMIC on the ground has been noted previously; for instance, in the case study published by Usanova et al.
[2008], hydrogen and helium band EMIC waves were observed simultaneously in space via the Time History of
Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) satellite, but only the lower frequency helium
band EMIC was observed in ground-based magnetometer data.

5. Additional Results
The conclusions from the Halley magnetometer represent only the EMIC wave behavior at a single location
and do not discount the possibility of an isolated result. In this section we brieﬂy present the results of identical studies carried out at the Athabasca ground-based magnetometer, as well as several magnetometers from
the CARISMA magnetometer chain, and show that the conclusions are largely the same, regardless of the magnetometer used. As with the Halley magnetometer data, all investigations of these addition magnetometers
were carried out manually.
5.1. Athabasca Magnetometer
We carried out the same investigation described in section 4 on the data from the Athabasca SCM, which provides ongoing measurements from 7 September 2005. As with the Halley magnetometer, we at ﬁrst restrict
our analysis to POES triggers that occur within ±15∘ longitude of the Athabasca SCM. The Athabasca magnetometer is far enough west in longitude that the SAMA region is not an issue, so we also include events from
the Southern Hemisphere in our analysis, using the IGRF-determined magnetic conjugate point of Athabasca
as the focal point. This ﬁltering leaves us with 186 unique POES triggers, 107 of which (57.5%) occurred within
±1 hr of EMIC waves observed at Athabasca. Further restricting these events based on their L shell separation
from Athabasca increases the success rate of the detection algorithm: 87/130 (66.9%) of the events occurred
for ΔL < 1, while 54/67 (80.6%) of the events occurred for ΔL < 0.5. Around 43% of the waves were IPDP waves,
though there signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the hemispheres (53% IPDP for triggers in the Northern Hemisphere versus 36% IPDP in the Southern Hemisphere).
We also extend the analysis to include the possibility of drifting EMIC source regions, as in section 4.3, examining POES triggers that occur within ±90∘ of Athabasca, in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. In
this longitudinal range, we ﬁnd 929 unique POES triggers. The 280 (30.1%) of these triggers coincided with
EMIC waves observed at the Athabasca SCM, roughly 37% of which were IPDP (though again, there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the hemispheres, with 48% IPDP in the Northern Hemisphere versus 26% IPDP in the
Southern Hemisphere). As with the Halley data, we calculate the chance that a randomly chosen POES trigger
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will coincide with an EMIC wave observed in the Athabasca SCM data, with a success rate of ∼8% across all
longitudinal ranges. At distances of 75–90∘ from Athabasca, the success rate of the true triggers approaches
that of the random triggers. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6b. Only 21% of these random
triggers were IPDP-type EMIC waves.
Finally, we classify each of the observed EMIC waves as being either hydrogen band or helium/oxygen band
EMIC. Of the 107 wave events with POES triggers <15∘ latitude from Athabasca, only 8 (7%) occurred in the
hydrogen wave band. Of the 280 events observed in the broader analysis, 64 (23%) occurred in the hydrogen wave band. Interestingly, the hydrogen band waves were observed disproportionately in the Southern
Hemisphere: 30% of Southern Hemisphere events occurring in the hydrogen band, compared to only 16% of
Northern Hemisphere events.
5.2. CARISMA Magnetometer Chain
The CARISMA chain of magnetometers allows us to investigate the POES triggers from multiple diﬀerent latitudes along the same longitude, allowing us to determine latitudinal diﬀerences in EMIC detection. We use the
magnetometers located at Fort Churchill (FCHU), Island Lake (ISLL), and Pinawa (PINA), each of which house
both ﬂuxgate and search coil magnetometers; for this study we used both types of data.
As before, we investigated Northern Hemisphere POES triggers that occurred within ±15∘ longitude of the
magnetometers—the southern conjugate points of the CARISMA magnetometers have signiﬁcant overlap
with the SAMA region deﬁned by Carson et al. [2013], so we do not consider the Southern Hemisphere for
these magnetometers. For the FCHU, ISLL, and PINA magnetometers, respectively, we found 35/83 (42.2%),
49/89 (55.1%), and 40/85 (47.1%) unique wave/trigger conjugations, with 20%, 43%, and 63%, respectively,
being IPDP EMIC waves. Extending the investigation out to include drifting source regions, we found 115/454
(25.3%), 157/497 (31.6%), and 89/339 (26.3%) wave/trigger conjugations, with 2%, 36%, and 29%, respectively,
being IPDP EMIC waves. In the case of FCHU, only two of the observed EMIC waves were IPDP, suggesting a
deﬁnite bias against IPDP waves at this magnetometer.
The CARISMA magnetometers show similar wave band compositions to the Halley and Athabasca
magnetometers. At FCHU, only one of the events within ±15∘ latitude fell into the hydrogen wave band; in
the broader analysis, nine of the events (8%) were hydrogen band. At ISLL, there were three (6%) hydrogen
band waves within ±15∘ latitude and 16 (10%) in the broader analysis. At PINA, there were no hydrogen band
waves within ±15∘ latitude and 13 (15%) in the broader analysis.

6. Spatial Distribution of EMIC Waves
As was mentioned in section 1, there have been varied reports on the distribution of EMIC waves in MLT and
L space. Due to their ﬁxed nature, using ground-based magnetometers to investigate the L shell distribution of EMIC waves is diﬃcult. Generally, only waves that occur close to the magnetometers will be detected
(where the exact deﬁnition of “close” depends on a number of factors, including the strength of the wave
and the ionospheric conditions). No such diﬃculties exist with investigating MLT distributions, though as any
given magnetometer will sample all MLT sectors over the course of a day.
Using the combined observations from Halley, Athabasca, and the CARISMA magnetometers we ﬁnd that
EMIC waves that coincide with a POES trigger are present across all MLT sectors. The waves show a clear preference for the afternoon and evening MLT sectors, peaking between 21 and 22 MLT. There is also a signiﬁcant
population in the postmidnight to morning MLT sector. Splitting the observed EMIC waves into IPDP and
non-IPDP waves, we ﬁnd that IPDP waves are conﬁned almost entirely to the afternoon-evening sectors, i.e.,
from 15 to 22 MLT. The non-IPDP-type waves are less well conﬁned, occurring across almost all MLT regions.
The distribution of all EMIC waves observed at all magnetometers is shown in Figure 7a, with the IPDP and
non-IPDP wave distributions shown in Figures 7b and 7c, respectively.
The EMIC waves observed at each magnetometer are conﬁned to L shells relatively close to the magnetometers, reﬂecting the inability of the magnetometers to detect EMIC waves beyond a certain range.
The L shell distribution of the waves is centered around L = 5.1. Splitting the waves into IPDP and non-IPDP
waves again, we ﬁnd that IPDP waves tend toward slightly lower L shells, with a median IPDP L shell of L = 4.8,
compared to the non-IPDP median L = 5.5. The IPDP waves also tend to be more tightly clustered around the
magnetometers, with 83% of IPDP waves occurring within ±1 L shell of the magnetometers, compared to only
61% of the non-IPDP waves. The three CARISMA magnetometers also show a signiﬁcant L shell dependence
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Figure 7. (a) Plot showing the distribution of all observed EMIC waves at all magnetometers, in L-MLT space. L shell is
shown from 0 to 10 increasing radially outward, while MLT is shown from 0 to 24 MLT, with magnetic midnight at the
6 o’clock position. (b) As in Figure 7a but showing only the IPDP-type EMIC wave events. (c) As in Figure 7a but only
showing the non-IPDP EMIC wave events.

of the IPDP waves, with the high L shell FCHU magnetometer observing very few IPDP waves, while the lower
L shell ISLL and PINA magnetometers observed much greater proportions of IPDP waves.
There are distinct diﬀerences between the distributions of the hydrogen band EMIC waves and the
helium/oxygen band EMIC waves. Only one of the observed hydrogen band waves occurred below L = 5.
The hydrogen band waves occurred across all MLT sectors, with a signiﬁcant peak in the postmidnight
sector (1–4 MLT). By comparison, none of the helium/oxygen band EMIC waves occurred above L = 8,
with over 50% of the waves occurring at L < 5. Helium band waves also occurred across all MLT sectors, though
there was a signiﬁcant occurrence peak in the evening sector (19–22 MLT).

7. Summary and Conclusions
From 17:00 UT on 13 August 2013 to 03:00 UT on 14 August 2013, several ground- and space-based
instruments observed, both directly and indirectly, evidence of EMIC wave activity. Over this 10 h period,
four of the seven POES satellites observed relativistic electron and low-energy proton precipitation
spikes consistent with EMIC wave-driven scattering. The locations of these spikes suggested an EMIC
source region that was static with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld, centered around 20.5 MLT and L ∼ 4.8.
These observations were accompanied by ground-based observations of electron precipitation in AARDDVARK and riometer data, consistent with the locations of the POES-observed precipitation. Additionally,
several ground-based magnetometers observed rising tone EMIC waves that coincided with the timing and
location of the precipitation measurements, suggesting that the IPDP EMIC waves were the cause of the
precipitation.
The majority of the P6 electron precipitation spikes presented in this case study were detected manually,
rather than being detected by the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm. This is a side eﬀect of the checks
put in place to prevent false-positive detections, described in the introduction to this paper. In this case study,
the majority of the manually detected spikes were not ﬂagged by the detection algorithm due to large levels of P1 proton ﬂux, masking any potential P1 spikes from the detection algorithm. In the absence of other
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evidence, the manually detected P6 electron precipitation spikes would simply be high-energy electron
spikes, with no identiﬁable cause. However, the presence of a positive EMIC signature identiﬁed by the detection algorithm in such close proximity to the other P6 spikes, consistent with the observed EMIC wave activity,
is highly suggestive of a link between the electron precipitation and the EMIC wave activity.
This event is similar to an EMIC case study recently published by Clilverd et al. [2015], who showed similar
conjugate observations of IPDP EMIC waves and associated precipitation using SCM, AARDDVARK, riometer,
and POES instrumentation. The event investigated by Clilverd et al. [2015] was short-lived, lasting only ∼3 h UT
and covering ∼50∘ longitude; however, it was also rapidly drifting, moving through ∼3 h MLT in this time. In
comparison, the case study presented in our study was longer-lived, with observations spanning over 10 h UT
and 140∘ longitude but static in MLT. This contrast highlights the broad range of forms that EMIC precipitation
events may take.
The case study presented here, as well as the case study by Clilverd et al. [2015], clearly shows the possibility
for conjugate observations of EMIC activity through POES-observed precipitation and ground-based SCM
wave signatures. To determine whether the link to EMIC wave activity seen in these case studies is true for
the Carson et al. [2013] POES precipitation triggers, in general, we carried out a study of SCM data from the
Halley, Antarctica station. SCM data from 2005 to 2014 was investigated, searching for signs of EMIC wave
activity around the times suggested by the updated Carson et al. [2013] precipitation trigger database. We
complemented this with similar studies using data from magnetometers located in Athabasca, Fort Churchill,
Island Lake, and Pinawa, all located in Canada.
Each of the magnetometers studied showed signiﬁcant numbers of EMIC waves coincident with POES electron precipitation triggers. For POES triggers that occurred within ±15∘ longitude of each magnetometer,
including the magnetic conjugate points of the Halley and Athabasca magnetometers, we see successful
detection rates of between 50 and 65%, except for the FCHU magnetometer, which sees only 42%, likely due
to the high-latitude location of the magnetometer. Restricting the events further based on the L shell distance
of the POES triggers from the magnetometers, we see even greater increases in successful detection rates,
with the Halley magnetometer in particular detecting EMIC waves for 90% of the POES triggers that occur
within ±0.5L of the Halley Northern Hemisphere conjugate point. This suggests a very strong link between
the POES-detected precipitation spikes and EMIC wave activity.
When considering the possibility of a drifting source region in MLT, we see a consistent picture across all
of the magnetometers studied. For POES triggers that occur close to the magnetometers (or their magnetic
conjugate points) we see high rates of successful EMIC wave observation. As the longitudinal distance from
the magnetometer increases, this success rate drops oﬀ, until it approaches the “noise” success rate, i.e., the
rate of successful EMIC wave detection seen for fake POES triggers with no association with any precipitation
signatures.
A signiﬁcant proportion of EMIC waves observed in this study were rising tone IPDP-type EMIC waves.
IPDP-type waves accounted for over 50% of all EMIC waves observed when the POES triggers were <15∘
longitude from the magnetometers. In comparison, the random triggers with no associated particle precipitation spikes only consisted of 20–25% IPDP-type waves, suggesting a preference in the Carson et al. [2013]
algorithm toward IPDP-type waves. This indicates that IPDP-type waves may be preferentially associated with
MeV electron loss as compared to Pc1 banded emissions. Further study is needed to determine if there is a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the precipitation driven by IPDP and non-IPDP EMIC waves.
The CARISMA magnetometers showed that there was a signiﬁcant L shell dependence of the IPDP-type waves,
with only 20% of waves observed at the high-latitude FCHU magnetometer being IPDP-type waves, compared
to over 60% at the lower latitude PINA magnetometer. This suggests that IPDP-type waves are generated at
lower L shells than their non-IPDP counterparts. We also saw a much lower percentage of IPDP-type waves
for POES triggers >15∘ longitude from the magnetometers. This could indicate that IPDP-type waves are less
likely to drift in MLT or that they are shorter lived than non-IPDP EMIC waves. Finally, there was also a signiﬁcant diﬀerence seen between the waves observed at Athabasca when comparing POES triggers in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres; Northern Hemisphere triggers were almost twice as likely to be associated with IPDP-type waves than the Southern Hemisphere triggers. Further investigation into IPDP-type
waves is needed to determine the mechanisms behind these diﬀerences.
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The majority of the POES precipitation-associated EMIC waves which we observed in this study occurred
in the helium/oxygen bands, with only a very small portion occurring in the hydrogen band. Across all
magnetometers, over 85% of observed waves occurred in the helium/oxygen bands. This possibly indicates
a preference in the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm toward helium band EMIC, which might be
due to diﬀerences in the characteristics of the electron precipitation scattered by the waves in each band.
Alternatively, it could simply reﬂect the known diﬃculty in detecting hydrogen band EMIC waves in
ground-based instruments, due to lower power or unfavorable propagation characteristics [Engebretson et al.,
2008; Usanova et al., 2008]. Finally, it might indicate a greater diﬃculty for hydrogen band waves to satisfy the
electron resonance condition [Denton et al., 2015]. Of all of the hydrogen band waves observed in this study,
only ∼7% were IPDP-type waves.
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We also examined the distribution of the POES trigger associated EMIC waves seen at each of the magnetometers. IPDP-type waves were restricted to the afternoon and evening MLT sectors and occurred predominantly
at lower L shells. Non-IPDP EMIC waves occurred in all MLT sectors, with a peak occurring in the postmidnight sector. The helium/oxygen band waves were observed across all MLT shells with a peak in the evening
sector, with over 50% of the waves occurring at L<5. Hydrogen band waves were almost exclusively found
at L > 5, again across all MLT sectors, with a peak in the postmidnight sector. Investigation of high L shell EMIC
waves was limited by a lack of high-latitude magnetometer stations and by a lack of POES triggers at high L
shells. This possibly indicates a preference in the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm toward lower L shell
events. Alternatively, it could indicate that the higher L shell EMIC waves, which our study suggests are almost
exclusively non-IPDP hydrogen band waves, are less likely to cause relativistic electron precipitation.
One aspect of the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm that still remains to be investigated is the “miss rate,”
i.e., how often there is EMIC present that the algorithm fails to detect. This can happen either when there is
no electron precipitation present in the energy range to which POES is sensitive or when there is excessive
noise in either of the P1 or P6 loss cone channels, preventing a successful detection. We have already shown
that there is a likely bias against hydrogen band waves, high L shell waves, and non-IPDP waves, possibly
indicating that these types of waves do not readily precipitate electrons. A full investigation of how often the
algorithm misses EMIC wave events, and the characteristics of these missed waves, is outside the scope of the
current study.
The high success rate of EMIC wave detections by POES triggers located in close proximity to the magnetometers studies conﬁrms that the Carson et al. [2013] detection algorithm is a valid means of detecting EMIC wave
activity via POES electron precipitation data and shows that the POES precipitation trigger database is made
up of a high proportion of EMIC-driven electron precipitation events. This makes it possible to use the POES
precipitation data to further investigate the characteristics of the observed EMIC waves and their interactions
with radiation belt electrons. The large data set of POES data (17 years of data from up to seven satellites),
as well as the ease with EMIC-driven precipitation events can be automatically detected by the Carson et al.
[2013] algorithm, makes it possible to investigate EMIC wave electron interactions on a large scale.
The POES EMIC-driven precipitation event database can also be used to complement ground-based EMIC
wave detection methods. As was demonstrated in this study, data from the POES satellites can be using
to determine the location of the source region of waves observed in ground-based magnetometer data.
This has the potential to allow for much more detailed examination of the inﬂuence of EMIC wave ducting
[cf. Mann et al., 2014], as well as permitting accurate calculation of the wave band of ground-detected EMIC.
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